Wireless System Integration
Telecom

Over the years, telecom networks have become increasingly heterogeneous and complex, with multiple
vendors, applications, and technologies. Market innovations have opened the gates for new entrants,
emphasizing the need for the best. In such a competitive environment, balancing profitability with service
quality becomes crucial. However managing such complex networks has also resulted in significant network
operating expenditures, and pressure on high network availability and reliability.
Tata Consultancy Services' (TCS) Wireless Systems Integration (WSI) services help telecom service providers,
network equipment manufacturers, and other telecom players like you to continuously enhance
your network infrastructure capabilities to optimize network management operations. Ours is a complete
solution that is secure, efficient, innovative, and cost-effective, helping you improve your bottom
lines significantly.
Overview

Benefits

Today’s telecom industry calls for high investments, skilled technical
know-how, and tactical management techniques to successfully
deploy telecom networks and benefit from investments. Balancing
all three critical pre-conditions requires highly experienced skill sets.
This need is crucial as technology keeps expanding, and every new
innovation demands improvised methodologies to design and
implement the updated architecture. Retaining talent in today's
highly competitive environment is another challenge too.

From lowering costs, understanding the course of technology, to
being a trusted advisor and providing cost-effective asset-based
solutions, our offering helps you gain in many ways including:

Our WSI services help you to gain from our vast array of highly
specialized wireless services and accrue significant cost benefits
from our off-shoring wireless space- Virtual Planning and
Optimization (VPO), which will help you focus on your core business.
VPO is a strategic initiative, which aims to bring you value by
extending our Global Delivery Model™ into the radio frequency (RF)
domain. Its purpose is to perform radio planning, optimization, data
post processing, and network analysis from a remote location. You
will benefit from a cost-effective solution, overnight result options,
in-house domain experts, on-line collaboration, virtual access, highspeed data transfer, and transparent processes.
With our focus and pulse firmly on innovation and up-gradation, we
help you optimize your network management. We assure you of a
competitive advantage through our futuristic solutions which
require minimum investments to increase your profitability, and
outsource your non-core activities. You also get multiple platform
solutions under one roof, and a network infrastructure that is highavailability, secure, and efficient.
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Greater customer satisfaction
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Greater market penetration
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Greater profitability
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Enhanced network performance Optimum usage of network
resources

n

Enhanced concentration on business development strategies,
rather than unnecessary involvement in maintaining network
performance

www.tcs.com

What we offer
Service Portfolio

Technology Expertise

RF Planning
Capacity Planning
Traffic Engineering
Network Optimization
Network Benchmarking & Analysis
Network Operations & Maintenance
Performance Management
Managed Services
Managed Operations
Technical Consulting

WiMAX
WCDMA
GSM 2.75
CDMA 1X
WiMesh
UMTS
WiFi

WSI
Experience

Expertise on RF Planning and Designing for multiple technology
End-to-End Performance management for GSM networks
Network Benchmarking & Analysis for 3G, GSM 2.75 and CDMA 1X networks
Network Operations & Maintenance for GSM 2.75 networks
Extensive Program Management

Why TCS
Contact
To know more about our Wireless Systems Integration (WSI) services
contact global.telecom@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business
solutions organization that delivers real results to global business,
ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled
infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is delivered
through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM, recognized as
the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the
Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global
footprint and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay
Stock Exchange in India.
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Multiple technology platform expertise: Most experts are
focused on specific technology platforms only, whereas, our
associates are trained on multiple platforms. We also understand
that specific activities require specific skill sets, and our
technically-focused teams and associates are capable of
handling multiple technology-driven activities.

n

Experience with multiple RF planning, testing, and postprocessing tools: We have a pool of highly qualified engineers
with cross-domain expertise on multiple tools. The cost
associated with such tools is generally high. But because of our
strategic partnership with tool vendors we have multiple tools in
our kitty .

For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

Expandable delivery space with flexible delivery models:
Unlike most players, who are localized with limited financial
strength, our Global Network Delivery ModelTM gives us a
significant global presence and delivery capability, arming us
with the capacity to support big projects. This ultimately helps in
lowering project manpower costs and ensures greater market
penetration by using our partnership model.

IT Services
Business Solutions
Outsourcing

n
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Our Global Network Delivery Model TM and rich domain experience
from servicing some of the largest operators globally have made us
a preferred destination for providing complete wireless systems
integration services. Through our constant innovation and proven
methodologies, we promise consistent enhanced end-customer
experience across geographies; enabling customers to take a
leadership position through futuristic solutions and minimum
investments. The following capabilities help deliver WSI solutions for
improvement of your operational efficiency:

